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May I first of all perform the most agreeable duty of bringing you 

warm greetings from Mr. Diallo Telli, the Administrative Secretary-General 

of the Organization of African Unity, as well as his best wishes for every 

success in your work, You will, I think, not be surprised to learn that 

the head of the executive organ of OAU would have liked to attend this 

session in person, just as he intends to keep abreast of all the activities 

of ECA, whose paramount role in the recent history of African economic 

development I need not stress to you, who have been, not mere witnesses 

to the process, but its sponsors and architects. 

There is no need to tell those responsible for the African economy 

or the observers here present what a part ECA has played in harmonizing, 

co-ordinating and uccelerating the economic development of the continent 

since 1959. In any case, the Member States of the OAU,who are aware of 

the secretariE.t I s work, need no reminder of all that our young organiza

tion owes to the perfect understanding and assistance given from the 

very outset by those in charge of ECA. 
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Lot it suffice - because the point is significant - to recall here 

that, pursuant to the historic Conference at which the Organization of 

African Unity was set up, the Heads of African States and Governments re~ 

4uested the Economic Commission for Africa to grant its support to the 

Group of Experts instructed to prepare the terms of reference of the 

Economic and Social Commission of OAU. I shall only say that the hopes 

of the African Heads of States were fulfilled beyond all measure, showing 

the e~tent of the indebtedness to ECA of the OAU Economic and Social Com

mission, and hence of the entire Organization. 

Perhaps this is only but 4uite natural on the part of an organization 

whose "raison d'etre" and duty it was to help Africa in its reconstruction 

efforts. But that docs not detract from the exceptional merit of the 

ECA leaders, whose generosity and spontaneity of heart have transformed 

that duty into enthusiasm and burst the bounds of international assistance 

for the benefit of Africa. That gives resounding value to the work of 

ECA 1 s present leaders, and more especi2.lly to thc,t of its Executive Secre

tary, for, Gardiner, to whom I wish here to pay a deserved tribute. 

Have I sufficiently defined this exceptional situation, the fortunate 

accident of tho presence of such mon, which ensures particularly fruitful 

co-operation between OAU and the leaders of ECA? At all events, the 

superior organs of OAU appreciated the situation at a very early stage 

and have so far as possible sought to preserve its advantage, by safe

guarding the future against the uncertainties nnd hence the dangers of the 

empirical nature of relations between the two secretariats. The second 

session of the Economic and Social Commission of OAU, in response to the 

wishes of the African Chiefs of State and Government, instructed the Secre

tary-General of the Ore,aniza tion of African Unity to study, in co

operation with ECA, tho terms of an agreement that would clearly define 

and stabilize the scope and nature of such co-operation, 

From the benefit of the General Secretariat of OAU and at the sugges

tion of the responsible African economic experts, previously laid down 

the general lines of that co-operation by defining in a resolution the 
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specific and complementary roles of the two organizations, According to 

this resolution, OAU we.s a planning and executive agency, whereas the role 

of ECA was limited to essentially technical and advisory functions, This 

statement mainly represented an allocation of tccsks in the light of the 

basic purpose and machinery of each of the organizations, It also, and 

above &11, constituted a recognition of the noGd of the t1lo organizations 

to complement one another in view of the new situation created by the 

establishment of OAU in general and of its Economic and Social Commission 

in particular; it was, in brief, a suggestion regarding a working pro

cedure through which each organization could best be associated in work 

of the other ccnd could co-ordinate its particular activities in complete 

harmony with the work of the other, the details of which were fully under

stood, 

Although this formula laid down by the organs of OAU may not necessarily 

be binding on EGA, its clear logic, based on economic efficiency, should 

make it acceptable to that organization. As EGA's duty is to make the 

maximum resources and facilities available to Africa, it can derive 

nothing but strength from a new definition of the role to be played by 

both organizations that avoids duplication of effort &nd waste of 

energy and resources, 

In fact, the leaders of ECA have already seen and realized, in their 

close co-operation with OAU, that a new approach is necessary in their 

work in order to increase their effectiveness, The member States of OAU, 

which take the initiative in the decisions of ECA, can only help them 

by giving effect to this new definition in ECA;s work, As their programme 

of work has already been determined in the specialized committees and there 

is, therefore, no longer any need for the long negotiations preparatory 

to political agreements, those States are in a better position to con

sider and take action to guarantee th&t in the execution of their pro

gramme, they will be assured of the indispensable international assistance 

which EC/, channels to Africa, 
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The Secretary-General of OAU, who is responsible under the ch,,rter 

for ensuring the implementation of all decisions, is particularly in

terested in the results of these meetings because he is well placed to 

assess the increasingly necessary role of ECA assistance in building a 

new Africa. 

The General Secretariat of OAU is here to make its modest contribu

tion to the study of the items on your agenda, It welcomes the inclusion 

in the agend~ of the problem of relations between ECA and OAU as further 

proof of the constant desire of ECA's leaders to give Africa opportunities 

of renewal and decisive progress, 
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